
 

“Remember what we used to say? We’ll leave it all, we were never meant to stay!”                   

Continuously, the time seems to fade away faster and faster and brings changes we can`t escape from. 

For Next Time is a part of that change - a movement, that won`t wait until tomorrow, but begins today to 

set a difference and follows their own path. 

Inspired by bands like Green Day, Rise Against and The Offspring they`ve found their own sound and 

created melodic Punkrock combined with hardcore influences. The music tells stories about life, about 

thinking back on days gone by, about fears and hopes that arise from the question of how the future is 

going to be and about the time in between - the present in which we live and act and try not to lose 

ourselves, a constant change between light and shadow. Accompanied by the fast, aggressive band 

sound, memorable guitar riffs and melodies, the songs of the band stay in the head of the listeners and 

promise sweaty concerts. 

With their EP “Metamorphosis”, which includes five brandnew Songs, For Next Time overcame the limits 

of professionalism and took a focused look at the country's stages, because the relationship with the 

audience is most important for the three musicians. And anyone who has ever seen them live, will 

confirm that the energetic shows invite collective ecstasy and demand more.  

Everyone has a story to tell and looks to the future with very different expectations and dreams, but we 

all have one thing in common: "Our past shapes us, the present shows who we are today!" 

 

 

 

 

 

Kontakt: 

 

For Next Time      

Philipp Grohmann   Booking / Presse: office@fornexttime.de 
Feldstraße 10     Mobil: 0151 70636146 
37318 Uder     www.fornexttime.de 
Deutschland      

http://www.fornexttime.de/


 
 

Links: 

 

Facebook 

For Next Time | Facebook 

 

Instagram 

For Next Time (@fornexttime) • Instagram-Fotos und -Videos 

 

Youtube 

For Next Time - YouTube 

 

Spotify 

Spotify - Web Player: Music for everyone 

 

BackstagePro 

For Next Time, Band (Punk/Hardcore) aus Heilbad Heiligenstadt - Backstage PRO 

 

https://www.facebook.com/fornexttime
https://www.instagram.com/fornexttime/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYKXg9DaXXvWAH74Ga0Z-5Q
https://open.spotify.com/artist/11LpAyUy5aeBCRZMw3wV7v
https://www.backstagepro.de/for-next-time

